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Religion and Personal Law in Secular India 2001-11-28
most of the papers presented at a conference held at bloomington in 1999 some previously published

Personal Laws in Crisis 1986
largely with references to hindu and muslim personal laws in india

The Personal Laws of Malaysia 1976
developments in the law scholarship and research since 2006 form a substantial part of the second edition of this book which sets the governance of
personal relationships in the context of the exercise of social and personal power its central argument is that this power is counterbalanced by the
presence of individual rights this entails an analysis of the nature and deployment of rights including human rights and children s rights against that
background the book examines the values of friendship truth respect and responsibility and how the values of individualism co exist with those of the
community in an open society it argues that central to these values is respecting the role of intimacy in personal relationships in doing this a variety of
issues are examined including the legal regulation of married and unmarried relationships same sex marriage state supervision over the inception and
exercise of parenthood including surrogacy and assisted reproductive technology the role of fault and responsibility in divorce law children s rights and
welfare religion and family rights the rights of separated partners regarding property and of separated parents regarding their children and how states
should respond to cultural diversity

Understanding Business and Personal Law 1984
this volume critically analyses muslim personal law mpl in india and offers an alternative perspective to look at mpl and the uniform civil code ucc
debate tracing the historical origins of this legal mechanism and its subsequent political manifestations it highlights the complex nature of mpl as a
sociological phenomenon driven by context specific social norms and cultural values with expert contributions it discusses wide ranging themes and
issues including mpl reforms and human rights decoding of ucc in india the contentious triple talaq bill and mpl the shah bano case sharia islamic
jurisprudence in postcolonial india women s equality and family laws and mpl in the media discourse in india the volume highlights that although mpl is
inextricably linked to sharia it does not necessarily determine the everyday customs and local practices of muslim communities in india this topical
book will greatly interest scholars and researchers of law and jurisprudence political studies islamic studies muslim personal law history
multiculturalism south asian studies sociology of religion sociology of law and family law it will also be useful to practitioners policymakers law
professionals and journalists



Understanding Business & Personal Law 2006
personal law was written to help students understand many of the personal law issues of practical importance to their lives it is premised on the notion
that critical thinking depends on students enthusiastically approaching each lesson from these materials students will be able to formulate analytical
models that are readily transferable to situations in their present and future lives

Muslim Personal Law 1977
based on author s thesis doctoral university of cambridge 2017 issued under title politics of personal law in post independence india c 1946 2007

Family Law and Personal Life 2017-09-22
placing the contemporary discussion on personal laws in india in historical perspective this important book views the debate as a critical component of
indian democracy balancing the imperatives of multiculturalism national integration and gender justice it affirms that there is a complex continuity
between the terms of the debate in the postcolonial indian state and its colonial counterpart

Rethinking Muslim Personal Law 2022-04-28
family law in india has a complex legal structure where different religious communities are guided by their own personal laws each of which historically
evolved under various social religious political and legal influences in two comprehensive and lucid volumes flavia agnes a leading activist and
advocate in the area examines family law in the light of social realities contemporary rights discourse and the idea of justice what is unique in these
volumes is that the ground level litigation practices around women s rights are interwoven with the critical analyses of the statutory provisions relying
extensively upon case law volume 1 examines the evolution of the personal laws of hindus muslims christians parsis and jews during the colonial and
postcolonial periods how these laws are applied in contemporary questions of marriage divorce property rights and succession and whether it is
possible to bring the law in conformity with modern changes through and in both the formal and statutory law and the pluralistic and fluid community
based practices it also extensively examines the role of the judiciary the political and academic debates around the issue of uniform civil code and
women s citizenship claims in a stratified and hierarchical social order

Muslim Personal Law in South Africa 2019
in indian context



Personal Law 1999
it is a political study of the controversy surrounding the issue of the uniform civil code vis à vis personal laws from a south asian perspective at the
centre of the debate is whether there should be a centralized view of the legal system in a given society or a decentralized view both horizontally and
vertically this issue is entangled within the threads of identity politics minority rights women s rights national integration global islamic politics and
universal human rights champions of each category view it through their own prisms making the debate extremely complex especially in politically and
socially plural south asia so this book attempts to harmonize the threads of the debate to provide a holistic political analysis

Divorce and Democracy 2022-08-25
monograph on the conflict of laws in private international law covers the problem of classification the doctrine of renvoi general principles of
jurisdiction the meaning of legal status and marital status marriage settlement contracts negotiable instruments wills trusts bankruptcy tort procedure
the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments etc references

Postcolonial Politics and Personal Laws 2006
a comprehensive layman s guide to the legal system written in clear accessible language gives an overview of the u s legal system and information on
family and personal law and business law details criminal law torts contract law sales and personal property credit debtor s rights wills estates and
more includes sample cases and situations and numerous samples of legal documents such as wills deeds leases partnership agreements and others

Personal Law 1984-01-01
excerpt from elementary questions on the law of property real and personal supplemented by advanced questions on the law of contracts with copious
references throughout he object of this book is to furnish the student with a means of testing the progress and accuracy of his work by accustoming
him to answer questions the majority of which have actually been set in exami nation the questions are primarily intended for pass men but numerous
honour questions have been inserted that these might be easily recognised they have been numbered in blacker type the special questions on
contracts the numerous references to standard text books other than stephen s commentaries and the lists of cases and statutes cited have also been
added in the hope that the book may prove of some service to class men it has been thought advisable not to answer the questions directly but simply
to indicate by copious references where full and complete information on the subject may be found about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works



Family Law 2011-01-05
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Women and Law 2003
the current syrian crisis has its roots in the sectarian nature of the country s multi religious society since ottoman times the different religious
communities have enjoyed the right to regulate and administer their own family relations matters of personal status including marriage divorce child
custody and inheritance continue to be managed by a variety of religious laws and courts operating simultaneously within the legal system of the state
however this complex system of competing jurisdictions has also affected inter communal relations and has been used to deepen communal divides
esther van eijk discusses socio legal practices in syria by focusing on three courts a shar iyya a catholic court and a greek orthodox court while the
plurality of syrian family law is clear she shows how irrespective of religious affiliation it is nevertheless characterised by the prevalence of shared
cultural or patriarchal views and norms on marital relations family and gender based on extensive fieldwork family law in syria offers a detailed analysis
of a country that has in recent years been inaccessible to researchers the book is a vital contribution to the growing literature on personal status laws
in the middle east and sheds light on the historical socio political and religious complexities and fault lines that mark contemporary syria

The Politics of Personal Law in South Asia 2012-05-23
the making of modern law foreign comparative and international law 1600 1926 brings together foreign comparative and international titles in a single
resource its international law component features works of some of the great legal theorists including gentili grotius selden zouche pufendorf
bijnkershoek wolff vattel martens mackintosh wheaton among others the materials in this archive are drawn from three world class american law
libraries the yale law library the george washington university law library and the columbia law library now for the first time these high quality digital
scans of original works are available via print on demand making them readily accessible to libraries students independent scholars and readers of all
ages the below data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as an additional tool in
helping to insure edition identification yale law librarylp3y044190019140101the making of modern law foreign comparative and international law 1600
1926translation of al ahkam al shar iyah fi al ahwal al shakhsiyah london printed for the sudan government by spottiswoode co ltd 1914xi 187 p fold
tab 26 cmunited kingdom



Local and Personal Laws 1846
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this book provides ready access to the law applied to cases involving
cross border issues in japan it offers every lawyer dealing with questions of conflict of laws much needed access to these conflict rules presented
clearly and concisely by a local expert beginning with a general introduction the monograph goes on to discuss the choice of law technique sources of
private international law and the relevant connection with other laws then follows clear description and analysis of the rules of choice of law on natural
and legal persons contractual and non contractual obligations movable and immovable property intangible property rights company law family law
marriage cohabitation registered partnerships matrimonial property maintenance child law and succession law including testamentary dispositions the
presentation concludes with an overview of relevant civil procedure examining lex fori and issues of national and international jurisdiction acceptability
and enforcement of foreign judgements and international arbitration its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the information
it provides make this book a valuable resource for lawyers handling cases in japan academics and researchers as well as judges notaries public
marriage registrars youth welfare officers teachers students and local and public authorities will welcome this very useful guide and will appreciate its
value in the study of private international law from a comparative perspective

Conflict of Laws 1974
this title offers an authoritative and concise introduction to personal property law providing a definition of personal property law the author
demonstrates why an understanding of the principles of personal property is important

Personal Law 1981
this book is an analysis of the contract of marriage according to the islamic shari ah and of two modern islamic states it examines the prerequisites for
marriage the elements which go to form the contract the processes involved in making the contract and the institution of marriage itself the author
expresses the essential islamic concepts of marriage faithfully whilst making the work as accessible as possible te readers of various backgrounds it
will be of interest to legal professionals to academics and students of islamic law and to those interested in islam the middle east and north africa
useful tables of laws ans cases are included

Personal Law 1986
while there are many books on islamic family law the literature on its enforcement is scarce this book focuses on how islamic family law is interpreted
and applied by judges in a range of muslim countries sunni and shi a as well as arab and non arab it thereby aids the understanding of shari a law in
practice in a number of different cultural and political settings it shows how the existence of differing views of what shari a is as well as the presence of
a vast body of legal material which judges can refer to make it possible for courts to interpret islamic law in creative and innovative ways



Elementary Questions on the Law of Property, Real and Personal 2019-01-03
excerpt from commentaries on the law of persons and personal property being an introduction to the study of contracts this treatise as stated by the
author was intended as an introduction to the law of contracts in the beginning he doubtless had in mind the preparation of a more extended work
which would have embraced the whole subject of contract law this plan however was not carried out in its stead the work was confined in its scope to
those topics included in the author s lectures at columbia law school immediately preceding the course on contracts these lectures form the basis of
the division of subjects both as to the law of persons in the first book and the law of personal property in the second in the law of persons the grand
division of absolute and relative rights is observed throughout the former class is divided into the rights of personal security and personal liberty while
under the latter and more numerous class of relative rights are considered those which spring from the relations of husband and wife parent and child
guardian and ward and master and servant separate chapters are devoted to citizens and aliens infancy the doctrine of status as affecting capacity and
finally to corporations which closes the first book about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Commentaries on the Law of Persons and Personal Property 2018-10-11
law for business and personal use 15e maintains a fundamental emphasis on business law while introducing personal law topics that interest students
give your students the most comprehensive coverage of contracts ethics employment law credit banking partnerships bankruptcy and more

Family Law in Syria 2016-05-18
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant



Code of Mohammedan Personal Law According to the Hanafite School 2013-09
the islamic law of personal status is of immeasurable significance to the lives of many millions of people of the islamic faith throughout the world this
systematic account of the subject and the explanatory references to both traditional islamic treatises and modern interpretative texts make this new
edition an immensely useful guide for both jurists and students book jacket

Private International Law in Japan 2017-06-20
具体的文脈の中から法律問題を読み解く

Personal Property Law 2015
this supplement is designed to give the students a sense of how the law can affect them on a personal level this handbook can be a practical guide to
an application of the law to personal financial business and consumer problems

Personal Law 1998-12

The Marriage Contract in Islamic Law in the Shari'ah and Personal Status laws of Egypt
and Morocco 2023-11-27

Textbook on Muslim Law 2010

Private International Law in India 2013-12-04

Adjudicating Family Law in Muslim Courts 1907



Institutes of Mussalman Law 2015-06-26

Commentaries on the Law of Persons and Personal Property 1999-01-12

Law for Business and Personal Use 2015-08-11

Institutes of Mussalman Law 2020-06-02

The Islamic Law of Personal Status 1969

Institutes of Mussalman Law 1983

Marriage Breakdown and Divorce Law Reform in Contemporary Society 2010-12

LAW IN CONTEXT 憲法 2000-10

Personal Law Handbook
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